	
  

Relational Scan
Yes, your objective was to drain the swamp
but when you are up to your neck in alligators,
which one do you tackle first?
Life is rarely quiet. There is plenty to do. Lots
of things and people are screaming for your
attention. Even when everyone around you is
telling you that things are fine, there is a
nagging feeling that some crucial situation is
not getting your attention.
This may be an indication that the
organisation needs to increase the capability
and capacity of its many relationships. Our
relational scanning (rScan) service is a means
by which to quickly and clearly identify where
relationships are strong and weak. The scan
itself can be informative to the participants
but more importantly, the patterns of strength
and weakness give insight and help answer
crucial questions around where to prioritise
action.

Our rScan service is designed to:
Identify where there are situations that need
addressing
Inform what sort of attention these situations might
need
You may need the rScan service if:
Your organisation is working at full capacity and still
not delivering what it needs
Your organisation needs to improve its performance
consistently over time
There are numerous issues clamouring for attention
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Our standard process:
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We work with you to identify the potentially relevant parties. These may be direct
or indirect stakeholders that influence your outcomes.

We survey all relevant parties’ relationships and analyse the patterns of strength
and weakness.
We deliver a Relational Dashboard (rDashboard) with a commentary on the
patterns.

We run a focussed workshop to prioritise the relational issues and identify
actions that can address them.
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